On your own at the Nobel Prize Museum

From 13 yrs

Welcome to the Nobel Prize Museum! Here you
can get to know about Alfred Nobel and the Nobel
Prize. Use the map to explore the museum’s exhibitions
and to complete the tasks below.
The Alfred Nobel Room
In this room, you can learn more about Swedish inventor
and industrialist Alfred Nobel (1833-1896). He was a person
with many interests. Read the texts in the room and then
locate these two objects. In just a few words – what do you
think they tell us about Alfred Nobel’s life and work?

Map of the
Nobel Prize Museum
Entrance
Cloakroom and toilets
The Alfred Nobel Room
The Nobel Prize over the
years
The Film Room
The Gallery
Temporary exhibition

The Nobel Prize over the years
In the middle of the museum there is a timeline that tells about the
history of the Nobel Prize and the achievements of the laureates.
Look at the objects shown in the display cases there, and try to
find the Nobel Prize that fits the following headings:

A. A mould that leads to a cure
Object: 			

Prize category: 		

Year:

B. Light, strong and formable
Object: 			

Prize category: 		

Year:

C. A s y m b o l fo r g et t i n g h e l p i n d i st re s s
Object: 			

Prize category: 		

Year:

D. A book about a boy who befriends animals
Object: 			

Prize category: 		

Year:

E. Portable sounds – a new opportunity!
Object: 			

Prize category: 		

Year:

Prize category: 		

Year:

The will of Alfred Nobel, in which he
established the award that would
become the Nobel Prize.

F. Borderless trade
Object: 			

www.nobelprizemuseum.se

The Film Room
Here you can watch videos about Nobel Prize laureates and their creative work.
All people have various qualities that are important to creativity. Here are some
of these qualities:
knowledgeable thorough inquisitive competitive courageous careful
goal-oriented visionary persistent chaotic stubborn questioning
Watch a video about a Nobel Prize laureate. Circle the above-mentioned
qualities that are applicable to this laureate and his/her creative work.
Nobel Prize laureate:				

Prize category:
Look up in the ceiling of the
Museum! Who do you think going
around up there?

The Gallery
The objects in this part of the museum come from the laureates themselves.
Select two of the objects shown here to the right. Find these objects in the
exhibition, read about them on the touchscreen and explain to a classmate:
•

Which laureates did the objects belong to?

•

Why did these laureates receive the Nobel Prize?

•

What does each object tell us about the laureate’s work?

Temporary exhibition: The Nobel Prize banquet –
behind the scenes
This exhibition is about the banquet that is held in Stockholm December
10th, to honour the year’s laureates. It gives you a picture of how this gala
event is planned and carried out, including a peek behind the scenes.
•

Find May-Britt Moser’s dress and read the text. How do you think it
would affect your everyday life if your own inner GPS stopped working?

•

Walk around the exhibition and find three facts in three different fields
that you think makes the Nobel Prize banquet a unique celebration.

Book a school programme!
Read about our school programmes at www.nobelprizemuseum.se
Booking: https://nobelprizemuseum.se/skolprogram/

May-Britt Moser’s dress. She received
the 2014 Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine.
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